
Narrow Stock Truck | 53313A
NEW!2-Shelf Options

53313A
Shown with two, 53313RS shelves; Optional.

Dimensions = 20”D x 649⁄16”H x 663⁄4”L

Open deck area of 62” accommodates four 15” x 20” stack and nest totes across the base.

OPTIONAL DROP ON SHELF:
 53313RS - Removable Solid Shelf

Capable of holding five hand truck loads worth of 
product, this versatile picking cart comes equipped 
with several features to maximize efficiency!
Perfect for picking operations, this narrow cart easily maneuvers 
through tight spaces without blocking aisles. 

• The solid deck and shelves are smooth and allow boxes and totes to
 slide for effortless loading and unloading.

• Outfitted with heavy duty casters, the polyurethane tread provides
 additional control and a softer, quieter ride. The six wheel
 configuration provides a zero-turn radius to easily maneuver 
 through tight corners and crowded spaces.

• Customizable! Contact us for a quote.

Provides enough space for twelve picking totes, but easily 
folds down and stores on end – consuming less floor space 
than a stack of picking totes 
  • Easily folds down and latches to store on end.

Dual handles allow the cart to be controlled from either 
end and provide the upright framework that allows the 
removable shelves to drop-on. 
  • Once installed, each shelf grants roughly five inches of shelf
 clearance so users can easily access or identify items within the
 totes.

Once installed, each shelf 
grants roughly five inches of 
shelf clearance so users can 
easily access or identify items 
within the totes.
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Shown with 
Akro-Mils Nest & Stack Tote #35190 
191⁄2"L x 151⁄2"W x 10"H, Blue



Narrow Stock Truck | 53313A NEW!2-Shelf Options

53313A
Shown with two, 53313RS shelves; Optional.

Dimensions = 20”D x 649⁄16”H x 663⁄4”L

Open deck area of 62” accommodates four 15” x 20” stack and nest totes across the base.

OPTIONAL DROP ON SHELF:
53313RS - Removable Solid Shelf

Capable of holding five hand truck loads worth of 
product, this versatile picking cart comes equipped 
with several features to maximize efficiency!
Perfect for picking operations, this narrow cart easily maneuvers 
through tight spaces without blocking aisles. Totes are easily 
accessible reducing ordering picking time.

• Both the cart deck and the removable shelves are smooth, solid aluminum
 that allows boxes and totes to slide for effortless loading and unloading.

• Narrow 20” footprint allows staff to load totes without blocking aisles from
 customers.

• Outfitted with heavy duty casters, the polyurethane tread 
 provides additional control and a softer, quieter ride. 
 The six wheel  configuration provides a zero-turn radius to 
 easily maneuver through tight corners and crowded spaces.

• Customizable! Contact us for a quote.

Provides enough space for twelve picking totes, but easily 
folds down and stores on end – Consuming less floor space 
than a stack of picking totes. 
  • Easily folds down and latches to store on end.

Dual handles allow the cart to be controlled from either 
end, as well as provide the upright framework for the 
removable, drop-on shelves. . 
  • Each shelf can easily hold four picking totes and offers roughly

five inches of clearance to easily access or identify items within
 the totes. 

Each shelf can easily hold four picking 

totes and offers roughly five inches 
of clearance to easily access or 

identify items within the totes.
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